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Emergent Literacy
• Def.
– All of the nonconventional reading and writing
that the learner does before it becomes
conventional. Elizabeth Sulzby
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Why Emergent Literacy?
• At birth we are “emergent” – place to start without
prerequisites
• Builds reciprocity – the turn-taking in shared
reading is perfect!
• Predictable stories provide repetition in an
appropriate format to build expressive responses
• Provides a effective avenue for the introduction of
augmentative communication
• Done well, is in line with the child’s interests.
• Provides essential foundation for conventional
literacy.

• Def.

Conventional Literacy

– Encompasses the abilities to read and write in order
to construct a message autonomously. The content
of that conventional literacy may consist of ideas as
basic as the spelling of single words or as complex as
an explanation of the origins of the universe.
– Autonomous…does not rule out the support of
assistive technologies or other persons, but these
supports should not interfere with or influence the
individual’s fundamental message construction
process.

I can’t write. I can’t spell. I can’t pay attention. I can’t
hold a pencil properly. I can’t form letters.
Grammar eludes me, and, to top it off, I can’t hear
half of what’s going on around me. I’m writing this
article despite my biological destiny.
Andrew Sheehan, 15 years old
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Why Literacy?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Means of building expressive communication
Builds the understanding of language
Can help the child make sense of the world
Evens the playing field in the classroom - inclusion
Can provide healthy leisure activities
Can allow an individual more complete
communication through writing their own ideas

Literacy in AAC: What Should Be Written
on the Envelope We Push?
Koppenhaver (2000)

• Emergent literacy is necessary but not sufficient.
• Interventions that stop with emergent literacy do
not…threaten the prevalent mental model that
children with disabilities have limited capabilities.
• Emergent literacy demonstrations can represent
powerful statements of growing communicative
competence to familiar listeners and readers, but
often they are not sufficiently conventional enough
in form to reveal competence to others.
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Keep End Goal in Mind
Everybody Reads….Everybody Writes

Given a word, XXXX will hit her head switch to read the word via a pre-recorded message
in 4/5 opportunities.

Emergent Literacy Assessment Simplified:
From the Bridge Assessment
to 4 Essential Questions

“Simple is good.”

- Jim Henson
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FROM THE BRIDGE ASSESSMENT TO
FOUR ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

https://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds /resources/early-childhood-resources1/the-bridge-assessment

Does the child:
• Know most of the letters most of the time? (independent writing)
– 1. How does child interact with books
– 2. How does child interact with symbols/print
– 5. How does child use symbols/print
– 7. How does child use letters of alphabet
• Engage actively during shared reading? (shared reading)
– 3. How does child engage in the act of reading
– 10. How does child interact during literacy activities?
– 11. How does child engage in story telling?
• Have a means of communication and interaction? (shared reading)
– 2. How does child interact with symbols/print
– 5. How does child use symbols/print
– 10. How does child interact during literacy activities?
• Understand that writing involves letters and words? (independent reading/writing)
– 4. How does child draw/write?
– 6. How does child write name?
– 8. How does the child demonstrate phonological awareness?
– 9. How does child demonstrate phonemic awareness?
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Does the student:

Know most of the letters most of the time?
Engage actively during shared reading?
Have a means of communication and interaction?
Understand that writing involves letters and words?

No

Daily Emergent
Interventions

Yes

Daily Conventional
Interventions

Shared Reading
Predictable Chart Writing
Alphabet & Phonological Awareness
Independent Writing with access to
full alphabet
Independent Reading

Guided Reading (Anchor-Read-Apply)
Word Study (Key Words + Making
Words)
Writing
Independent Reading

Does Your Classroom have
ALL Students who are
Emergent or Conventional?
No

Combine the Emergent and
Conventional Interventions

•Shared Reading AND Guided Reading
•Alphabet & Phonological Awareness
During Word Wall & Making Words
•Predictable Chart Writing (Share the
Pencil)
•Writing Instruction (Conventional Only)
•Independent Reading
•Independent Writing

Yes

Use the list of Emergent OR
Conventional Interventions
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Emergent Literacy Intervention Simplified:
A Building Block Model
• Made for Emergent Students –
– younger
– less skilled
– beginner beginners
– Older beginners
• Built for shorter time frames
• Builds foundation for conventional reading and
writing
• “No 4 Blocks for Kindergarteners”
• Replace functional life skills curriculum (fire
extinguisher)

The Building
Blocks
Adapted for
Children with
Angelman
Syndrome
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Emergent Literacy
Advantages
• It is a place to start in the confusion of Diagnosis
• Allows for positive things to do that will help in the
long run
• Gives a tangible way to build interaction, begin
communication and assure parents their kids are in
there
• Begin the road to building thinking, reciprocity,
working memory, perseverance to task and the joy
of learning

Block #1
*Learn that reading is enjoyable and informative
*Develop a desire to learn to read and write

Result: Increased reciprocity and engagement
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Book Options
• Access to a variety of books is key
• Need to find what they like (fiction & non-fiction)
• Need to fit the kiddo’s communication and
developmental needs
• Need EMERGENT books for older kiddos/adults
• Need lots of presentations (paper, ipad, computer,
Tobii)
• Need options to personalize the books
• Some local libraries have online access to
Tumblebooks!

Some Personal Favorites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pizza Man
Where is the Green Sheep
The Gruffalo – The Gruffalo’s Child
Baghead
Way Down Deep in the Deep Blue Sea
Knuffle Bunny
Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus
Stephanie’s Ponytail
Lulu and the Brontosaurus
Hunger Games
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www.tarheelreader.org

Excellent source for older kiddos and even emergent adults

Some Tar Heel Reader Authors to Explore
• Jane Farrall
• Reed A. Booke
• Karen
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Block #2
*Learn many new concepts
*Add words and meaning to their vocabulary

Result: More understanding and communication

Ultimate Communication Goal
• Being able to say what you want to say, when you
want to say it, and how you want to say it
• Need independent and easy access to a dynamic
display (multiple page) communication device so
she can navigate between pages – eye gaze
technology can be important for some
• In literacy, being able to talk about the book and
to be able to write about it
• Being able to make connections between book
and self or between books
• Being able to retell a story to someone (beginning
of narrative construction
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Avenues for Building
Communication
• Language immersion throughout everyday
experiences
– Effect of “Pivotal Response”
– Can’t start too soon

• Through play and interaction
– Suggested activities to enhance communication
– Suggested Apps to engage without stressing hand use

• Through the controlled vocabulary of Literacy-based
experiences to experience and retell
– Importance of “Dialogic Reading/Share Reading for our
kiddos

Soft-Tech 4-Grid

Available from: www.RETT-U.org
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Let’s Play Tea Party
Sono Flex

What is shared reading?
“The interaction that
occurs when a child
and adult look at or
read a book together.”
– Ezell & Justice, 2005
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Build Concepts Interactively

A systematic approach to shared
reading with beginners…
demands a robust communication
system

Follow the C.A.R.
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Follow the C-A-R
Language is the Key,
Washingtonlearningsystems.org

• An approach to structuring shared reading
interactions.
• Lead with a COMMENT.
–

STOP and wait 5 seconds.

• ASK a question.
–

STOP and wait 5 seconds.

• RESPOND by adding more.

Why Shared Reading?
• Shared reading is an effective way to build emergent
literacy understandings
• Builds & promotes use of oral language concepts
• Offers an authentic context to foster expressive
communication
• Builds reciprocity, engagement, natural turn-taking,
visual and auditory attention
• It’s fun!
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During Shared Reading…
• The reader …
– Encourages communication
– Follows student’s interests
– Encourages the student to touch and interact with
the book
– Attributes meaning to all attempts
– Makes connections between book & student’s
experiences
– Thinks aloud to model thought processes
– Models using student’s communication symbols

Easy Communication Options
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Solid Core + Fringe

Block #3
*Learn Print Concepts:
*how to read from left to right
*how to read from top to bottom
*picture vs. print

Result: Improve tracking & print processing
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Point out text as you read
• Wait until watching – pause to get
attention
• Point out larger text
– KISS

• Point out interesting text
• Watch where they look and join them
• They may begin by getting half way and
with practice be able to cross midline

KISS Principle Illustrated

Can you learn to read texts left to right in label texts?
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Need phrases and sentences to read
left to right…

I do not like that.

And predictable patterns help

Look!

Look!

I do not like that.

I do like this.
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KISS Principle Illustrated

Can you learn to read left to right in complex text?

Predictable Chart Writing
• A multi-step approach to structure shared
writing.
• An opportunity to build:
– concepts about print,
– word identification, and
– communication skills.

• A way to build instructional materials working
WITH the students.
– Personnel connection to curriculum, cognitive
engagement, cognitive clarity, repetition with variety
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Predictable Chart Writing
How does it work?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Write the Chart
Step 2: Reread/work with Chart
Step 3: Work with Cutup Sentence Strips
Step 4: Be the Sentence
Step 5: Make the Book!
Additional possible follow-ups
– Publish the book in Click n Talk, Tar Heel Reader…
– Individual or small group fingerpoint reading

Step 1: Write the Chart

From Julie Brickhouse,
Eastern Elementary,
Greenville, NC
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More Supports
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like to eat chocolate. (Marlene)
I like to eat sushi. (Karen)
I like to eat chips. (Dave)
I like to eat green salsa. (Amy)
I like to eat bizarre foods. (Andrew)
I like to eat popcorn. (Barb)
I like to eat chicken legs. (Will)
I like to eat meat loaf. (Allen)

Step 2:
Reread and Work with the Chart
• Reread chart to provide a good model
• Reread chart as a group (some use “voice in
their head”
• Give students turn to be the “pointer”
• Analyze chart for 2-3 key elements
– Students work on their communication
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Step 3: Work with Sentence Strips
I like chocolate. (Anna)

like

chocolate

I

.

Step 4:
Play Be the Sentence
• Write each word from student sentences on
individual pieces of paper.
• If available, program single message devices
• Students’ personal AAC devices
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Step 5: Make the Book

From Tammy Lanning, Estes Elementary School,
Asheville, NC

Block #4
*Develop phonemic awareness it is the oral before the written (phonics)
*Develop the concept of rhyme

Result: supportive of decoding & encoding
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We need to build the “ear
print” for the sounds with
multiple experiences not
multiple assessments.

“Earprint” for Sounds
• Young kiddos practice making sounds all the time
• Sounds travel back to their ears
• Kiddos say /b/ a million times before they are
expected to know that the letter B says /b/
• Individuals with Angelman Syndrome cannot make the
sounds on command to practice
• Presence of print can make learning of sounds more
efficient
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Techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental sounds
Nursery Rhymes
Rhyming books
Initial sound play - Alliteration
Making words - making rhyming words
Clapping sounds

Clicker Foundations for Reading
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Block #5
*Children learn to read and write some words that are
interesting to them!

Result: Increased control and output

Read About Taylor Swift
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Writing without Standards
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Writing without Standards:
One Structure
•
•
•
•

Child chose a picture.
Child write something about the picture.
Adult encourages more writing.
Adult models writing one related word with one
of the child’s letters.
– “I could use this T and write tiger. Tigers are
beautiful.”

• Child writes name after finishing.
– Adult models conventional spelling (hand under
hand).
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Play with ABC + PAS
For Writing

Feedback to Avoid

Shouldn’t Say and/or Do
Good writing. Good job.
You wrote a lot (of letters).
Here’s how you write your name. You copy it
now.
That’s not how you make a K.
You’re not supposed to…
Looks like you were trying to write tiger. Let me
show you how to spell it.
Write this: I like …
That’s good “kindergarten
writing/driting/emergent writing/scribbling...”
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Responses to Writing without
Standards When Students Can Speak
Might Say and/or Do

Can you read what you wrote to me?
I like that you wrote about …
What else could you add about (topic)?
Write more about…
Do you think you might like to publish this?
Read it to ______ . S/he likes (topic), too.
+
Tell me more.

Responses to Writing without Standards
When Students Have Complex
Communication Needs
Might Say and/or Do
“I see you chose a picture of tigers to write about. I
could use the letter P (as you point to their use of P)
to write PET. Would you pet a tiger?!”
“You wrote about 3 tiger pictures today! I can’t wait
to see what you write next.”
“Tell us more about the tiger and her baby.”
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Block #6
*Children learn some letter names and sounds
associated with interesting words they’ve learned

Result: Decode unknown words/write ideas

Storybots
www.storybots.com
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What We’ve Learned
• The six blocks are components of a good
emergent literacy program
• The blocks are supportive of growth toward
conventional reading and writing
• The blocks are not sequential or masterybased
– you don’t need to “pass” one to get to the others

• The experiences are appropriate for any age
emergent learner
– select materials and experiences that are
interesting and respectful

Starting Places for Continuing
Education and More Assistance
• Angelman, Literacy, and Education Facebook Group
• Focused Learning Solutions,
http://www.focusedlearningsolutions.com/
• The Center for Literacy and Disability Studies,
http://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/clds
• Dynamic Learning Maps Professional Development
Site, http://dlmpd.com/
• Dave’s Literacy and Disability Site,
http://www.litdis.com
• Jane Farrall Consulting, http://www.janefarrall.com/
• The Teacher’s Guide to the Building Blocks by Dorothy
Hall and Elaine Williams. http://tinyurl.com/zd6v9yb
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